Catch 22
a onepage matrix dungeon
by khelren


This is your entry point. Expect the
worst!

infiltrate the complex. They
want the same data as you.
❖ Will you help them or will
you interfere? Can you
agree to a deal with them?

it will be really hard...

 The best you’d be to acquire an
authorized id.

❄ A Black ICE protects this node. It’s

This the security node. Here you can easily control
the complex. Useful even if you don’t have a physical
team to back you up. You know that you’ll have to
find the main servers in the meatspace.
 You can hack the security...
❄ But the server is protected by a Red ICE. It
would typically destroy your cyberdeck and your
programs but will leave you safe.



a nasty piece of code, that could
flatline you, known for stealing the
“face” of its victim. It currently has
the face of someone you knew very
well. Who?


It seems to be an abandoned node.
 If you search the node, you may find
useful intel: ids, schedules, etc.

This is the mainframe. A landscape of flowing data emerges
in front of you.


This is the login node. You have
stolen an id that should let you
dive into the servers but you
don’t know how far.
✔ Who did you have to steal?
✔ How did it go? Did you have
to kill the guy?







A group of colleagues of your
stolen id are gathering here to
bitch about the company. But
-bad news- they are also buddies of who you should be. And
they are super clingy!
 You’ll have to pretend and
fake an excuse to get out of
there.
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 You can try to hack the security but



This is the final run. That
damn corp is finally at
hand. They wanted the
world and you messed
with some of their
darker projects. But
as a retaliation, they
messed with you too.
They killed some of your
loved ones. They force
you into hiding.
Now, you have planned
an operation on their
main secret server. The
goal is to find some dirt
that will bring down the
almighty. And you had
a useful intel just about
that.
Ready your smartgun
and load the lastest
programs in your
cyberdeck. It’s time for
payback!

This is a high security login node.

 Another team is trying to

This is the date node you’re looking for. But the data isn’t
here. Insted, there is an “IA”. They say to be a virtualized
conciousness. And they have a juicy offer for you. If you
free them, they could severely harm the cop. Right now,
they can’t. In fact, they even have to alert the security.
❖ Will you free them?
❖ Can you trust them?

This is a logic bomb node. It’s a trap!
❄ This node is only comprised of a Red
ICE.
This the trash heap node. Every data
that is useful is put down here.
❄ A Blue ICE protects the node. It will
mainly trace you and disconnect you.
Nothing too serious.
 You could find some paydata. Wanna
try to download them? You’ll have to
search, which may take some time.
And they sure take a lot of storage.
❖ What kind of data is this?

